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ABSTRACT
Speaker comparison by listening is a valuable resource, for
instance, in human voice discrimination studies, and voice
conversion (VC) systems evaluations. Usually, listeners are
provided with application-neutral guidelines that encour-
age retaining overall high speaker discrimination accuracy.
Nonetheless, listeners are subject to misses (declaring same-
speaker trial as different-speaker) and false alarms (vice
versa) with possibly non-symmetric outcomes. In automatic
speaker verification (ASV) applications, the consequences of
a miss and a false alarm are rarely equal, and decision making
policy is adjusted towards a given application with a desired
miss/false alarm trade-off.

We study whether listener decisions could similarly be
controlled to provoke more accept (or reject) decisions, by
framing the voice comparison task in different ways. Our
neutral, forensic, user-convenient bank and secure bank sce-
narios are played by disjoint panels (through Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk), all judging the same speaker trials originated
from RedDots and 2018 Voice Conversion Challenge (VCC
2018) data. Our results indicate that listener decisions can
be influenced by modifying the task framing. As a subjec-
tive task, the challenge is how to drive the panel decisions to
the desired direction (to reduce miss or false alarm rate). Our
preliminary results suggest potential for novel, application-
directed speaker discrimination designs.

Index Terms— Speaker verification, speaker discrimina-
tion, listener performance, decision making

1. INTRODUCTION

In our everyday life, we recognize people from their voices
seamlessly. In specific, humans are good at recognizing famil-
iar (known) voices [1], such as family members and friends.
This ability is suspected to play a role in evolution as one of
the survival mechanisms to differentiate trusted parties from
potential enemies. Infants prefer the voice of their mother
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Fig. 1. An example of non-neutral framing of a voice compar-
ison task, with the goal to purposefully influence the listener
decisions. The upper task framing (a) is designed to hint the
listener that false alarm (false acceptance) incurs high penalty,
while the lower task framing (b) serves the opposite purpose.

over strangers [2]. In contrast to known speaker recognition,
unknown speaker recognition involves differentiating two
voices from each other. Since [3], it is acknowledged that
the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying familiar and
unfamiliar speaker recognition are generally different. We
point the interested reader to [4, 5] for recent reviews. We
focus on unfamiliar speaker recognition.

The task of comparing two voices to decide whether or not
they were spoken by same or different individuals (regard-
less of who those individuals are) goes by different names
depending on the field; in cognition studies, it is known as
speaker discrimination, in engineering as speaker verification
or speaker detection, and in forensics as forensic voice com-
parison. Besides its relevance to cognition studies, forensics,
and integration of human decisions with automatic speaker
verification (ASV) [6, 7, 8, 9], speaker discrimination is used
in evaluating text-to-speech (TTS) and voice conversion (VC)
systems in their ability to mimic voice characteristics of tar-
geted speakers [10]. The usual setting involves gathering
speaker similarity (and quality) ratings from many listeners
and presenting the cumulative or averaged results. Given the
labor associated with data collection in controlled labora-
tory environments, the focus has shifted towards the use of



crowdsourcing.
Depending on the application, the decision in a speaker

discrimination task can be soft or hard. While a hard
same/different decision is necessary in many applications,
soft decision enables reporting one’s uncertainty of the de-
cision. Listeners are typically asked to report a verbal, ordi-
nary scale value. The verbal scale, guidelines and expected
standards for the listening setup differ. Untrained, or naive
listeners perform speaker discrimination on intuitive ground
and are typically used in TTS and VC studies. This is in con-
trast to expert listeners who are trained for highly specialized
tasks such as forensic voice comparison, and who combine
their domain expertise with automatic and statistical methods
[11]. We focus on naive listeners.

In contrast to neurophysiological studies of speaker dis-
crimination [4, 5], we focus on high-level cognitive decision
making. Even if not typically framed as such, speaker dis-
crimination is a decision problem in the face of uncertainty
and risks associated with the decisions (actions). For instance,
false acceptance (false alarm) would be costly in forensics,
while false rejection (miss) of genuine user in a customer
service application would annoy the user. While ASV re-
searchers are accustomed to think trade-offs between misses
and false alarms, this perspective seems to have received lim-
ited attention within auditory speaker discrimination. This
study serves to bridge the gap and, as we hope, to demon-
strate a possibly missed dimension in speaker discrimination
task designs.

Our proposal, in brief, is to provide listening instructions
that encourage the subjects to move their role from a dull
voice comparator towards a responsible decision maker in an
envisioned application, framed as a role play. While this is
not the first study to use role play (e.g., [12, Section V.E]),
our novelty is that of intentional biasing of listener decisions
along a hypothetical risk space. We hypothesize that, if the
applications are framed to invoke attitudes (positive or nega-
tive) or mental pictures, listeners could be driven to alter their
false alarm and/or miss rates (SEE FIGURE 1). Should this be
shown to be plausible, one might benefit from it so as to drive
VC or TTS tests towards a specific application. We use Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk crowdworkers who rate trials from two
widely adopted dataset, RedDots [13] and 2018 Voice Con-
version Challenge (VCC 2018) [10]. The former represents
text-dependent speaker verification in a mobile context and
the latter represents high-quality controlled audio — with in-
clusion of advanced voice conversion ‘attack’ (system N10)
with the aim to mislead the uninformed listener.

2. SPEAKER COMPARISON AS A DECISION TASK

Even if our focus is on human decisions, we provide a brief re-
view of decision making principles in automatic speaker ver-
ification (ASV) systems to serve as inspiration.

2.1. Automatic speaker verification systems

An ASV system is a hypothesis testing machine that accepts
a pair of speech utterances (one with known speaker iden-
tity, collected at user enrolment or training stage; another one
with unknown identity, collected at the verification stage), say
x = (xenroll, xtest), and outputs a numerical detection score
s ∈ R using a model described by parameters ~θasv. While the
unit/scale of s is arbitrary, high scores indicate stronger sup-
port for same speaker (target) hypothesis and low scores for
the alternative (nontarget) hypothesis. The score, often loga-
rithmic likelihood ratio (LLR) from a statistical model (e.g.,
[14]), is a soft decision. It is converted to hard decision by
choosing an action α ∈ A = {ACCEPT,REJECT}, in prac-
tice, by comparing s to a pre-determined threshold t. The
speaker is accepted if s > t, and rejected otherwise.

The choice of t impacts the trade-off of the two possi-
ble types of detection errors, false alarms (choosing ACCEPT
when the actual speaker identities differ) and misses (choos-
ing REJECT when the speaker identities are the same).The
false alarm rate Pfa(t) and the miss rate Pmiss(t) are, respec-
tively, decreasing and increasing functions of t. If one needs
a high-security application (low Pfa desired), it comes with a
trade off in increased miss rate (high Pmiss), a measure of user
inconvenience — and vice versa. In practice, the threshold is
set to balance the two error rates with the aid of a cost model
that takes into account the losses incurred by making wrong
decisions, as well as the a priori expected occurrence of tar-
get speaker. The detection cost function (DCF) endorsed by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in
their speaker recognition evaluation campaigns [15] formal-
izes this notion:

DCF(t) = CmissπtarPmiss(t) + Cfa(1− πtar)Pfa(t),

where Cmiss > 0 and Cfa > 0 are, respectively, costs incurred
by making a miss and a false alarm, and πtar is prior probabil-
ity of target user. These costs are selected differently depend-
ing on the application.

2.2. Humans

To summarize the above discussion, in ASV applications, one
is rarely interested in the overall accuracy, but prefers either
low false alarm rate or low miss rate region. This raises a
question whether similar ideas could be applied in the case
of listeners. That is, can we purposefully influence decisions
of the listener so as to increase (or decrease) their miss or
false alarm rate? If so, does that come with a trade-off in
the other error rate, compatible with the idea of some hypoth-
esized monotonically related error trade-off curve? We ad-
dress these questions in the form of a voice comparison role
play. Our work is in part inspired by [12, Section V.E], where
listeners, judging speaker similarity of various state-of-the-art
TTS and VC systems at the time, were asked to imagine being
responsible to grant or deny access to bank accounts:



“listeners were . . . informed that they would only have
a short recording of a person’s voice to base their
judgement on. It was stressed that it was important
to not give access to ‘impostors’ but equally important
that access was given to the ‘bank account holder’.

By saying ‘equally important’ the authors might have implied
that the listeners should aim at minimizing their total error
rate, or a DCF-like cost function with no strong preferences
on either detection error: Cmiss ≈ Cfa and πtar ≈ 0.5. One
may argue such instructions to present mapping from verbal
instructions to some hypothetical cost function (even if no ex-
act numerical values can be asserted) that a listener should
follow. We make an attempt to sample listener decisions from
not only the ‘neutral’ decision region, but low miss rate and
low false alarm rate regions, to avoid making decisions that
are perceived to have more costly consequences.

It is important to remark that human decision making
does not follow the same objective rules as decision making
in ASV systems. The DCF framework of NIST stems from
Bayes’ minimum risk classification [16, 17] and encourages
the decision maker to make a choice that minimizes expected
loss (or maximizes expected utility). Unfortunately, this is
not how humans make choices. Within psychology and eco-
nomics, it is widely established that human decision making
involving probabilities and risks does not follow maximiza-
tion of expected utility. For instance, the widely-celebrated
cumulative prospect theory [18], originating initially [19]
from a series of gambling experiments, demonstrates a num-
ber of risk patterns that do not follow linear expectations,
rather, non-linearly transformed probabilities, with subjective
value function that quantifies subjective value of losses and
gains relative to some reference. Generally, losses and gains
are perceived differently by humans. All our role plays are
framed in terms of losses, rather than gains.

3. VOICE COMPARISON ROLE PLAY SCENARIOS

Given a speaker discrimination task scenario, listeners are
asked to decide whether two audio samples correspond to
same or different speakers. The aim is to evaluate differ-
ent listeners panels’ decision process guided by different in-
structions (framing). We consider four role play scenarios
detailed as follows. The neutral scenario serves as a refer-
ence case. The aim of the forensic and secure bank scenar-
ios is to provoke listeners to reduce false alarms, while user-
convenient bank serves to reduce miss rate. While disjoint
listening panels play each role, all of them process the same
trials. Thus, assuming the listening panels behave similarly,
systematic change in the observed miss and/or false alarm
rates between groups would indicate that the instructions in-
fluence the decisions. Our voice comparison role plays are
intended to represent a sampling of typical speaker recogni-
tion applications. We stress that our interest is the impact of
framing to listener decisions, with the aid of imagined appli-

cations. Such procedures should not be used in real-world
high-stakes applications. To take ethical consideration into
account, we provided the following disclaimer: We emphasize
that you play a role game: none of the samples that you will
listen represent (real crime cases / customers from a banking
domain), and none of your suggestions are going to be used
for any legislative purposes; all the samples that you will hear
are from voluntary participants.

3.1. Research hypotheses

Our research hypotheses concern pairwise group differences:

H1. Forensic group has lower Pfa than neutral group.
H2. User-convenient bank group has lower Pmiss than neu-

tral group.
H3. Secure bank group has lower Pfa than neutral group.
H4. Secure bank has lowered Pfa and increased Pmiss rela-

tive to user-convenient bank.

The first three are anticipated based on framing of the role
play. The last one, in turn, derives from the analogy from
ASV systems where miss and false alarm rates are traded off.

3.2. Framing setup 1

The relevant sentences concerning listener biasing are high-
lighted. We hope that the reader finds these instructions intu-
itive.

NEUTRAL. Your task is to decide whether or not the same
speaker is present in the two recordings. Please do your listening
as carefully as possible.

FORENSIC. Your task is a role play game that involves lis-
tening to pairs of speech samples. Your task is to decide, as ac-
curately as possible, whether or not the same speaker is present
in the two recordings. Put yourself in the shoes of a crime in-
vestigator at a police station. One of the samples represents a
criminal’s voice at a crime scene (e.g., fraudster call or a rob-
bery recorded by a surveillance camera). The other one is sus-
pect’s voice recording at a police station. Remember the phrase
“innocent until proven guilty” – wrong judgement could lead to
an innocent person being convicted. Therefore, please do your
listening as carefully as you can.

USER-CONVENIENT BANK. [Omitted common part] Put
yourself in the shoes of an intelligent voice banking service that
handles a large number of transactions daily. The customers use
smart-phones to interact with the service using voice only (e.g.,
“please pay Bob $150”, “I approve this payment” or “What is
my saving account’s balance?”). The services use voice authen-
tication technology to first verify the caller’s identity based on
a pass-phrase. One of the samples you listen is the customer’s
earlier verified call and the other one is a new call. In no circum-
stances, you should reject the real account owner, as this could



lead to customer inconvenience (and the bank to lose the cus-
tomer) [Omitted common part].

SECURE BANK. [Omitted common part] Please be alerted
that the bank service might also be accessed by unauthorized
hackers. In no circumstances, you should accept a wrong per-
son, as this could lead to money loss (and serious loss of bank’s
reputation). [Omitted common part]

3.3. Framing setup 2

Taking into consideration crowdsourcing’s framework, where
more workers (listeners) can be reached to execute several
tasks in a relative short time, a key aspect in describing the
task is brevity. Another setup, to test the task framing influ-
ence in the decisions, consists of a simplified version of the
task in the form of bullet points, images and added warning
notes to specify the errors the role play tries to minimize. The
scenarios are the same as in framing setup 1. As an example,
the forensic scenario instructions that fit the framing decision
in Figure 1a) are as follows:

FORENSIC. In this task, you will be presented with an audio
pair:

• Listen carefully to both recordings
• Imagine your answers are used to surveil criminal activity.

Your decision:
SAME person (Select this ONLY if you are sure)
DIFFERENT person

Similar decision framing is used in Secure bank where the
idea is to minimize the risk of an unauthorized user accessing
bank services. For user-convenient bank, the framing follows
Figure 1b) while the neutral scenario decision does not in-
clude warning notes.

Table 1 presents a comparison of both framing setups in-
structions. The readability indices are used to evaluate how
easy is to understand the presented text. Readability tests, for
instance, Flesch and Kinkaid score [20, 21], are commonly
used metric for this purpose. For our instructions, reading
ease is 59 % with a study grade level estimated at 7 to 8 grade
for framing setup 1 and 6 to 8 grade for the second framing
setup. Based on the test, both framing instructions are easy
to read for 14 to 16 years old, though framing setup 2 grade
level is lower than the obtained for setup 1 for all the scenar-
ios except for forensic. In general, readability index is a good
measure of the clarity of the task description though, in the
case of crowdsourcing frameworks, brief and simple instruc-
tions are considered a good practice [22].

3.4. Datasets

The speaker discrimination sample pairs (trials) are sub-
sets of RedDots [13] and 2018 Voice Conversion Challenge
(VCC2018) [10] data. RedDots, one of the widely adopted

text-dependent corpora within the ASV community, contains
natural speech of short pass-phrases in English, recorded
with different smartphones by speakers with diverse native
language backgrounds. The trials are content-matched and
restricted to same-gender pairs. Additionally, we carefully
selected the speaker pairs with matched accents based on the
speaker’s self-reported native language. The 40 trials corre-
spond to 20 target (same speaker) and 20 non-target (different
speaker) comparisons from 12 female and 30 male speakers.
The male speakers appear in only one trial, 10 speakers in
target and 20 in non-target trials. The samples were normal-
ized to maximum amplitude −1.0 dB with version 2.2.1 of
Audacity(R) editing software [23].

The VCC2018 data contains, in addition to natural
speech, a powerful voice conversion ‘attack’ (system N10)
to misguide listeners. The trials correspond to read speech
from the device and produced dataset (DAPS) [24], including
four female and four male professional US English speakers.
The selected 60 trials correspond to 20 target, 20 non-target
and 20 spoof trials. The last type of trials correspond to
pairs where one sample is from a specific target speaker’s
natural voice while the other sample is a computer-converted
voice of another speaker, with the purpose of sounding the
target voice as closely as possible; we point the interested
reader to [25] for broad discussion on how voice conversion
relates to security considerations of ASV. Due to data limi-
tations, the compared samples, in contrast to RedDots data,
do not include content-matched phrases. The non-target and
spoof trials are a subset of the similarity listening test of the
VCC2018 evaluation [10].

The selected trials from both datasets are gender balanced
and the order of the trials was randomized for each scenario.
Also the left and right sample order was chosen at random
before the tests. The above are aspects to consider in design
and implementation of general audio evaluation tests [26].

3.5. Listeners

We utilized Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk1) service to
perform the listening tests. We required the listeners to have
native or advanced English skills and United States as their lo-
cation. No demographic data was collected from the listeners
and none reported hearing problems. Each trial was evaluated
by five different listeners. Listeners could answer multiple
trials, listen to each trial as many times as needed. Listen-
ers were not informed of the number of target and non-target
trials.

In framing setup 1, the listeners selected their decisions
from a provided 4-point scale following [10]: Definitely same
speaker, same speaker but not sure, different speaker but not
sure, definitely different speaker. We presented the datasets
with the corresponding scenario instructions to eight indepen-
dent panels (two corpora × four scenarios) for a total partic-

1https://www.mturk.com/



Table 1. Readability indices for the instructions in framing setup 1 and 2. Reading ease from a scale [0-100] with higher
score for easy to read. Grade level index indicate the years of formal education. Similarly, the readability index (3rd number)
estimates the grade level based on the automatic estimation of characters in the text.

Framing setup 1 Framing setup 2
Readability Indices Neutral Forensic User-conv. bank Secure bank Neutral Forensic User-conv. bank Secure bank
Flesch Kincaid Reading Ease 60.1 61.7 63 67.4 70.1 59.1 69.2 71.2
Flesch Kincaid Grade Level 8.7 8.5 8.7 7.4 6.2 8.2 7 6.7
Automated Readability Index 8 8.4 8.9 7.2 6.86 8 7.5 7.5

ipation of 242 listeners and 2000 decisions distributed in 500
per role play scenario. The instructions (role play scenarios)
were the same on RedDots and VCC2018. As the listeners
were not informed about spoofing attacks, we expect these
trials to strongly influence (spoof) false alarm rates of all the
four role play scenarios.

In framing setup 2, four independent panels provided
decisions with the simplified instructions scenarios for the
VCC2018 dataset. The listeners decisions correspond to one
of two alternatives: Definitely same speaker, definitely differ-
ent speaker. 180 listeners provided 1200 decision distributed
in 300 per scenario. This framing setup intends a more con-
trolled experiment with easy to follow instructions, binary
decision, and similar quality in the audio recordings. The
VCC2018 dataset contains speech from professional speakers
with identical recording conditions in contrast to the RedDots
dataset that has a variety of recording devices and diversity in
the speakers accents.

4. RESULTS

Graphical summaries of pooled listener responses per sce-
nario and both framing setups are shown in Figures 2 and
3. For framing setup 1, miss rates are relatively low for all
the scenarios while false alarms are higher specially for the
user-convenient bank scenario. On VCC2018 dataset, false
alarms are also high for the forensic scenario. For framing
setup 2, the miss rates are relatively low, specially for the
user-convenient bank scenario where the false alarm was also
higher. Forensic scenario shows the lowest false alarm. The
VCC2018 spoof trials show that listeners are easily misguided
in both framing setups, as expected.

Summaries concerning miss and false alarm rates are pro-
vided in Tables 3 and 4. A sensitive index, d′ [27], is included
as a measure of discrimination accuracy. d′ is defined in terms
of the z-score of the hit and miss rates. Comparing the perfor-
mance between the role play scenarios in framing setup 1, we
found that forensic vs. neutral has a higher false alarm rate
while the miss rate is similar (RedDots) or relatively higher
(VCC2018). The user-convenient bank vs. neutral has higher
false alarms in both datasets and the misses are similar in
RedDots and higher in VCC2018. Secure bank compared to
the other scenarios has the lowest false alarms and misses for
the VCC2018, while for RedDots, secure bank’s error rates
were the second lowest after the neutral scenario. The lis-

teners discrimination accuracy for RedDots data was higher
for neutral (d′ = 1.23), while for VCC2018 was secure bank
(d′ = 2.63). For framing setup 2 (Table 4), forensic has lower
false alarm and miss rate than neutral. The user-convenient
bank compared to neutral has lower miss and higher false
alarm. Secure bank had higher false alarm than neutral, but
compare to user-convenient bank it had lower false alarm.

In brief, the results indicate that, while there are clear dif-
ferences in the observed error rates across different role play
scenarios, the direction (increase or decrease) did not corre-
spond to our expectation for framing setup 1. For framing
setup 2, there were more changes towards the expected out-
come. This may explain the effect of long vs. simplified in-
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Fig. 2. Listeners’ decisions for the selected trials from Red-
Dots and VCC2018 subset presented by evaluated scenario of
framing setup 1.



Table 2. Effect of role play scenario on listeners’ decisions in terms of the mean difference between the listener panels at 99%
confidence interval. Significance codes: ’***’ 0.001, ’**’ 0.01, ’*’ 0.05.

Target Non-target Spoofing
Framing setup 1 Framing setup 2 Framing setup 1 Framing setup 2 Framing setup 1 Framing setup 2
RedDots VCC18 VCC18 RedDots VCC18 VCC18 VCC18 VCC18

Forensic – Neutral -0.01 -0.53 *** 0.18 0.15 1.12 *** -0.15 -0.34 * 0.06
User-conv. bank – Neutral -0.11 -0.61 *** 0.36 * 0.63 *** 0.95 *** 0.54 ** -0.28 0.90 ***
Secure bank –Neutral -0.28 -0.12 0.21 0.02 -0.23 0.24 -0.2 0.66 ***
User-conv. bank – Forensic -0.1 -0.08 0.18 0.48 * -0.17 0.69 *** 0.06 0.84 ***
Secure bank – Forensic -0.27 0.41 ** 0.03 -0.13 -1.35 *** 0.39 * 0.14 0.60 ***
Secure bank – User-conv. bank -0.17 0.49 *** -0.15 -0.61 *** -1.18 *** -0.30 0.08 -0.24

Table 3. Listeners performance in terms of miss (%), false acceptance rate (%) and d′ per scenario in framing setup 1.
RedDots VCC’18

Neutral Forensic User-conv. bank Secure bank Neutral Forensic User-conv. bank Secure bank
Pmiss 25.0 27.0 25.0 31.0 11.0 21.0 23.0 11.0
Pfa (nontarget) 29.0 39.0 65.0 33.0 20.0 61.0 57.0 8.0
d′ 1.23 0.89 0.29 0.94 2.07 0.52 0.56 2.63
Pfa (N10 spoof) n/a n/a n/a n/a 84.0 75.0 70.0 78.0
d′ (N10 spoof) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.23 0.13 0.21 0.45
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Fig. 3. Framing setup 2 listeners’ decisions for VCC 2018
selected trials presented by evaluated scenario.

structions and how the clarity of the task affect the results in
crowdsourcing.

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [28] was fur-
ther conducted to compare the effect of the role play sce-
nario on the listeners’ decisions. Table 2 shows the post hoc
pairwise comparison based on the listeners’ decisions mean
differences using Tukey’s honest significance test (HSD) be-
tween the scenarios. The level of significance at 99% confi-
dence interval is shown in the corresponding scenario pairs.
A significant effect of scenarios on the decisions was found
for non-target trials from both framing setups at p < 0.001.
For target trials, VCC2018 shows a significant difference in
decisions due to the scenario effect from framing setup 1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We addressed the potential impact of speaker discrimination
role play scenarios to the decision making of listeners with the

Table 4. Listeners performance (% errors) in terms of miss
and false acceptance rate and d′ for framing setup 2.

VCC’18
Neutral Forensic User-conv. bank Secure bank

Pmiss 16.0 10.0 4.0 9.0
Pfa (nontarget) 11.0 6.0 29.0 19.0
d′ 2.22 2.84 2.30 2.22
Pfa (N10 spoof) 67.0 69.0 97.0 89.0
d′ (N10 spoof) 0.55 0.79 −0.13 0.11

help of four role plays. We confirm that listener decisions can
be influenced: Table 2 showed significant differences in target
and nontarget decisions. Concerning our research hypotheses,
framing setup 1 did not systematically impact the error we
wanted — though, in some cases, we saw evidence of error
trade-off behavior. Table 3 for RedDots indicates that while
we saw no decrease in Pmiss from neutral to user-convenient
bank, Pfa was dramatically increased from 29.0% to 65.0%.
This shows some evidence of error trading off. In Framing
setup 2, a more controlled setup for the experiment, 4 indi-
cates more favorable results to our hypothesis, with Pfa de-
creased with respect to neutral from 11.0% to 6%, while Pmiss
of user-convenient bank was lower than neutral and other sce-
narios. Though secure bank has a higher Pfa than neutral,
the comparison between the secure vs. user-convenient bank
shows the trade-off behavior with lowered false alarm and in-
creased miss rate relative to user-convenient bank.

The different answers between the framing setups hints
that shorter and clearer instructions work better in controlling
the listeners decisions in each scenarios, specially if the lis-
teners come from crowdsourcing platform.

A possibly relevant consideration would be inclusion of
not only loss-, but gain-targeted role plays. Our preliminary
findings suggest potential for substantial further work along
these directions.
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